
  

 
About Us 
Accountable For Change helps business leaders diagnose issues, define priorities, determine the step changes that need 
to occur, and deliver results that lead to companies that demonstrate sustainable success. 
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BOOST YOUR ORGANIZATION’S PROSPECT OF SUCCESS  
CHANGE SUCCESS 

TRAINING 
 

Change is unavoidable for a business to grow, to respond to customer needs and address the evolving 
competitive landscape. But organizational change can often be a challenge. In fact, only 30 percent of 
change projects typically succeed. Imagine how much time and energy you could save if you could boost 
that figure to 70 percent!  
 
Using Mindshop’s ground-breaking change success methodology, I will help you develop strategies to boost 
your probability of change success. Prevent “ground hog” years, where targets are set but rarely realized, 
and uncover the root causes, rather than the symptoms, of what is blocking successful change. 

 
HOW I DELIVER 
I have experience across numerous industries and business sizes to help you develop a clear plan to 
boost your probability of successful change. This will include covering: 
• The history of change management 
• Revealing Dr Chris Mason’s change success methodology 
• Discovering the three key factors and ten sub factors of change success 
• Understanding how to overcome barriers to change 
 
BOOST YOUR PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFUL CHANGE 
The key benefits of using this change success process are: 
• Auditing your change initiative’s current probability of success 
• Uncovering and prioritizing your key change issues 
• Developing strategies to improve change success 
• Driving strategies into specific actions 
• Creating a clear and concise “One Page Plan” for change success 
• Allocating responsibilities and timelines for action items 

 
Importantly, I can help turn your change success plans into reality by supporting your implementation 
process with online support, greatly improving your likelihood of success. We will discuss and 
document all activities and hold your personnel accountable for timely delivery of their assigned tasks. 
Plus, I can deliver any training they need when and where they need it. Reach out today to learn more. 

 


